
NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

Date: 7 June 2012 Ref: EMcHlPH 

Subject: REVIEW OF SCHEME OF ASSISTANCE 
FOR HOME OWNERS 

The purpose of this report is to seek Committee approval to revise the Council's Scheme of 
Assistance for Home Owners in accordance with Section 72 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 
2006. 

2. Background 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

North Lanarkshire Council's Scheme of Assistance came into effect on 1st April 201 0 
to comply with the terms of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 and provides a range of 
assistance to help owners undertake necessary repairs and adaptations to their 
properties. This assistance includes: advice; information; technical and practical help 
and, in some circumstances, grant assistance. 

The scheme was previously reviewed and amended in July 2011 and is now being 
further reviewed due to a down turn in owner participation in common and capital 
programme works, despite the offer of 50% grant assistance. This has led to the 
council not being able to carry out works such as re-roofing, and replacement door 
entry to its own flats due to the non-participation of owners. 

The ongoing financial climate is having an impact on owners in all house types taking 
forward essential repairs and maintenance. Wage freezes and increased fuel costs 
have reduced disposable income. Furthermore it is still difficult for owners to access 
commercial loans and/or extend their mortgages and while previously investing in 
your home was likely to result in an increased value this is no longer necessarily the 
case. Therefore with less incentive for owners to undertake repairs, and access to 
the necessary funding difficult to come by, houses are falling into further disrepair 
leading to the Council having to potentially take enforcement action. 

As well as an extensive consultation exercise that was undertaken last year, there is 
ongoing feedback from owners through customer questionnaires which are not only 
issued to those who received grant funding, but also to those who did not qualify for 
any financial assistance. While there is very positive feedback for the practical help 
that is offered, many owners indicate that due to limited funding they have not been 
able to take forward works. Feedback from owners in mixed tenure blocks suggests 
that an increased payback period would encourage more participation in council led 
programmes of work. Even with a 50% grant to encourage participation, owners 
indicate that they are either reluctant or unable to extend their monthly financial 
commitments to pay for repairs to their home. 

3. Proposals / Considerations 

3.1. In order to encourage owners to maintain their homes, consideration is being given to 
widening the range of assistance available to owners to encourage them to undertake 
sign if ican t repairs . 
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4. 

5. 

3.2. The proposed changes to the Scheme of Assistance are detailed in Appendix 1 and 
are summarised below: 

i) 

i i) 

iii) 

Reduce the grant threshold for the minimum cost of work to be eligible 
for 50% grant assistance from f2 ,000 to f1 ,500.  Providing grant in such 
cases should be particularly helpful to assist in encouraging owners in mixed 
tenure blocks to participate in metal door entry replacement, as currently, 
there are cases where depending on the number of owners involved, the 
value of work can fall below f2,000. The threshold of f 1,500 should ensure 
that all mixed tenure owners will be eligible for grant assistance for metal door 
entry replacement and should act as an incentive to encourage metal door 
replacement rather than timber, which has a lesser value and not grant 
eligible. 

Offer an additional 50% hardship grant recoverable from sale of house if 
sold within 5 years. This should increase participation in common work 
programmes, and in particular capital work programmes for re-roofing, re- 
rendering, door entry etc. Such a grant will require a robust checking 
mechanism and is aimed at helping those in receipt of income based 
passporting benefits, or where the owner is unable to obtain loan funding. 
The eligibility criteria will be further reviewed in line with future changes to the 
welfare benefits system. It will be a condition of grant that if the house is sold 
within 5 years the council will be entitled to seek recovery of the full amount of 
the hardship grant. This grant will not be available to landlords. 

Where owner occupiers participate in capital work programmes, 
increase the debt instalment plan period from 213 years to 5 years. As 
highlighted previously, reduced disposable income has made it difficult for 
some owner occupiers to participate in capital programme works as they are 
unable to afford the minimum monthly instalments. Increasing the repayment 
period should help to encourage further owner participation in capital 
programme works. The extension to the repayment period will not be 
available to Landlords. 

Financial I Personnel I Legal I Policy I Equalities Implications 

4.1. It is anticipated that the proposed changes to the Scheme of Assistance can be 
implemented within the existing non HRA private sector housing budget. All grant 
provision referred to in this report is subject to available resources. 

4.2. Legal Services and Finance and Customer Services have been involved in the 
preparation of this report. 

Recommendations 

It is recommended that the Committee approve the proposed changes to be made to the 
Scheme of Assistance as set out in paragraph 3.2 of this report. 

Elaine McHugh 
Head of Housing Services 
7 May 2012 

For further information abou contact Liz Gladstone on 01698 274163 
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APPENDIX ONE 

Proposed Changes to the Scheme of Assistance 

Summary 

Currently 

Proposed change 

I== Summary 

lCurrently 

I Proposed change 

Summary 

Currently 

Proposed change 

Grant Thresholds 
Where grant criteria is met, upper and lower discretionary repair grant 
thresholds currently exist. 
Under the current scheme, eligible owners are offered grant of 50% of 
the cost of works with the minimum eligible cost being f2,000 and the 
maximum eligible cost of f20,000 i.e., minimum grant f1,000 and 
maximum grant award of f 10,000. 
To encourage more owners in common blocks to participate in common 
works, particularly door entry programmes, where the cost of work may 
fall below the current minimum threshold of f2,000, it is proposed that 
the minimum eligible cost be reduced to f 1,500. 

This threshold should ensure that all mixed tenure owners will be 
eligible for grant assistance towards metal door replacement and 
encourage them to participate in such programmes of work. In terms of 
owners in council contracts this change will apply to future 
contracts/works orders, where works have not yet commenced. 

Grant Assistance - 50% Hardship Grant 
The maximum percentage grant award currently available to any owner 
towards eligible repair work is 50%. 
Under the current Scheme of Assistance owners are offered a 
maximum grant of 50% towards the cost of work, however many owners 
are unable to obtain competitive loans or have no additional disposable 
income to sign up to payment plans. This is having a major impact on 
the number of owners participating in council programmes of common 
works. 
Following a robust checking system to determine owners’ inability to 
pay or obtain loan funding it is proposed that a hardship grant be 
provided to owners who meet the strict criteria for additional assistance. 
This grant will be recorded on the title deeds and recovery of the full 
amount will be sought if the house is sold within 5 years of payment of 
the grant. This hardship grant will not be available to landlords. In 
terms of owners in council contracts this change will apply to future 
contracts/works orders, where works have not yet commenced. 

Repayment Terms - Capital Programme Works 
To encourage owners to participate in council capital programme works, 
owners are given the opportunity to repay any outstanding balance of 
the cost of works through a debt recovery instalment plan. 
Within the existing scheme, owners, with the exclusion of landlords, 
who participate in council led programmes are given the opportunity to 
repay any outstanding balance of their share of the cost of works by 
instalments over a maximum period of 2 years when the outstanding 
debt is less than f3,000 or 3 years if over this amount. 
Owners are struggling to meet the cost of repayments over the current 
timescales and it is deterring some from participating in capital 
programme works. It is therefore proposed that owner occupiers be 
given up to 5 years to pay back their share of the cost of work subject to 
payments being regularly maintained otherwise court recovery action 
will be taken. The extension to the repayment period will not be 
available to landlords 
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